January 30, 2013

ADDENDUM No. 1

Re: 13-14/10 District-Wide Strategic Planning

The following questions were submitted by the deadline and are answered in this addendum.

1. What would the District consider to be included within the Technology Plan? We have seen institutions define it in different ways. The common variants appear to be:

a) Infrastructure to support communications, including telecommunications rooms, communications pathway and provisions for wired and wireless networking services throughout the campuses.

b) Instructional Presentation and Distribution Systems, including presentations systems for use within classrooms, large group presentation systems and lecture capture/webcasting systems.

c) Electronic Security and Campus Safety Systems. These may include electronic security for the classrooms and campus lockdown systems, bluelight telephone systems, campus alert and notification systems, duress alarms and/or IP camera systems, as well as associated campus monitoring

   Answer: The District provides that the variants to be assess and included in the Technology Plan of the District-Wide Strategic Planning are items A & B.

There are no other changes to Bid 13-14/10.